A Splendid Summer Showcase
Aug 24 Through Sep 14 |
In A Splendid Summer Showcase, the 19 artists represented share a novel way of viewing
the world; a way that once transferred into an artistic expression, either in painting,
sculpture, or photography, unfolds naturally and genuinely the beauty in nature that
surrounds us all and the human emotions that emerge from day-to-day life experiences.
The artists, by following their intuition, their passions, their interests, their morals, and their
views, create pieces that are intriguing, meaningful, and relatable. Through the dense
organic textures, bold colors, sharp marks, dramatic contrasts with light and darkness, all
done with various mediums, the artists remind the viewer of the miracle and mystery of life.
Although the artists come from all types of backgrounds, they all include an aspect of their
respective culture to their pieces, allowing A Splendid Summer Showcase to be a worldly
exhibition that unites us all through the power of art. The artists compose landscapes and
portraits, abstract and realistic, all inspired by themes surrounding politics, society, religion,
race, music, literature, dance, nature, and overall humanity, transpiring compassion,
positivity, and peace. Art allows individuals to slow down and be reminded of the full range
of emotions that can be experienced, which ultimately serve to heal, grow, and improve,
jointly connected in the world.
A Splendid Summer Showcase opens on August 24, 2019 and will be on display until
September 14, 2019. An opening reception will be held on Thursday, September 5, 2019
from 6 PM - 8 PM. Entrance to the gallery is free and open to the public.
Exhibition Dates: August 24 – Sept 14, 2019 Reception: Thursday, September 5, 2019 6-8
PM Gallery Hours: Tues-Sat 11:00am – 6:00pm Gallery Location: 530 West 25th Street,
New York, NY Event URL: https://www.agoragallery.com/ExhibitionAnnouncement/Splendid_08_24_2019
Featured Artists: Chinemerem Omeh | Stephanie A. Pitoy | SirK | Marliese Scheller | Mariela
Soldano | Sandra Guy | Charlotte Lisboa | Tringa Khadija | Yutaka Fujimori | Salwa
Almoayyed | Leandro Miguel Cruz | Ada Luisa Trillo | Rachel Misenar | Jerry Anderson |
Aaron Pierre Pines | Gray | Ai-Wen Wu Kratz | JANINA Leigue
About Agora Gallery Agora Gallery is a contemporary fine art gallery located in the heart of
Chelsea’s fine art district in New York. Established in 1984, Agora Gallery specializes in
connecting art dealers and collectors with national and international artists. The art gallery’s
expert consultants are available to assist corporate and private clients in procuring original
artwork to meet their organization’s specific needs and budget requirements. With a strong
online presence and popular online gallery, ARTmine, coupled with the spacious and
elegant physical gallery space, the work of our talented artists, who work in diverse media
and styles, can receive the attention it deserves. Over the years Agora Gallery has
sponsored and catered to special events aimed at fostering social awareness and
promoting the use of art to help those in need.
Venue: Agora Gallery 530 West 25th St, Chelsea, NY

